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institutions were intended to go hand in hand together j
each was to be a check and an assistance to the other.
New College students were prepared at Winchester, and
it was the duty of the university foundation to notice and
to demand the correction of any shortcomings which
might be observed in the conduct of the school. It is a
strong testimony to the unity of English history and to
the permanence of our institutions that these two founda-
tions now, at: the end of five hundred years, hold a rank
second to none in their departments of instruction.
Eton College, with its sister, King's College at
Cambridge, was founded about forty years later, on
the avowed model of Winchester. As the sainted
•Henry looked from the terrace of Windsor upon
the low-lying meadows of the Thames valley, and upon
the pilgrimage church of Our Lady of Eton, he deter-
mined to establish there an institution which should
give to his name a lustre which it was never likely to
receive from statesmanship or war. The scheme of the
two colleges occupied the thoughts of the monarch during
his whole life. He was only nineteen when he laid the
first stone of his design, and his fall plan for its conv
pletion occupies his last will and testament. Eton was
from the first a school for the governing classes, the
gentry of England. It is said that Henry VII. was
educated there. The Paston Letters show us the son of a
Norfolk squire going thus far afield for his education.
Not until some time later did Eton become, par excellence^
the court school of England, but it was not, like so many
schools which now stand in the first rank, developed from
a grammar school, and changed, from a position of mere
local usefulness, to one of imperial importance.
Westminster, founded in 1541, is a specimen of the
abbey school, changed to suit Protestant times. The
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